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Incredible Hulk Funfax

Moli Huang loves to read more than anything else, but when her collection of books grows and grows, she must make a change in her life. Includes translator's guide for readers.
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Time after time, Preston the pig unknowingly outwits a hungry wolf that is trying to catch and eat him.
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This is a 32-page picture book in English/Chinese bilingual parallel text; the first of 10 series volumes. The story is about Sophia and Alex and their first day at preschool.
The classic The Metamorphosis by Franz Kafka is rendered in graphics by Japan's premier graphic artists. The classic becomes instantly easier to understand and to enjoy. This is one in a
series of world classics being rendered in graphics. In Traditional Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
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The Incredible Hulk kicks off an explosive and action-packed epic of one of the most popular superheroes of all time From the makers of the Spider-Man films, which have
grossed over $1 billion at the box office worldwide Starring Edward Norton (Fight Club, The Illusionist), Liv Tyler (The Lord of the Rings), William Hurt (The Good Shepherd,
Syriana) and Tim Roth (My Blueberry Nights, Reservoir Dogs) With stunning special effects, this film has mass market and family-wide appeal.
A South African boy encounters a troop of baboons invading his neighbor's house and ends up taking care of a baby baboon that was left behind when the troop moved on. The
boy looks after the baby baboon, and eventually helps it find its way back to its mother.
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Read all about the mean, green muscle machine and the key stars of the Hulk film in this monster file packed with fill-in sections, quizzes, stickers and a pull-out poster.
????:???·??;???·??
Chinese edition of Noel de Rita et Machin [Christmas with Rita and Whatsit], a Rita and Whatsit series. Rita and Whatsit, the dog, are busy with preparing for Christmas. This book for young children
expresses vividly their excitement and their wide-eyed anticipation for Santa. In Traditional Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
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Mouse is on stage! A picture book that makes people feel warm from the bottom of my heart. The big balloon is filled with my thoughts. Little Mouse gave a big balloon to Little Mouse, saying: Happy birthday!
This balloon represents my heart! Wow! The gift from Little Mouse is great & big! Huh? But how is it getting smaller and smaller...Wow! It has horns! It turned out that there was a letter in the big balloon,
which read: Sister Mouse, I want to be with you forever! Sincerely, Brother Mouse
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